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MULTI OPTICALLY-COUPLED CHANNELS MODULE AND RELATED METHODS

OF COMPUTATION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention, in some embodiments, relates to optical computational devices and

more particularly, but not exclusively, to optical hardware implementations of artificial

neural networks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Recent years have seen an increase in efforts to develop and implement

unconventional computation, that is, non-semiconductor-based computation. These efforts

are motivated in part by a breakdown of Moore's law resulting in a slowdown in the rate of

increase of computational power of conventional computers, i.e. semiconductor based

computers. Some of these efforts are directed at optical computation. That is to say,

computation based on manipulation of light, typically lasers, rather than electronic currents as

in semiconductor-based computation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Aspects of the invention, in some embodiments thereof, relate to optical computational

devices. More specifically, but not exclusively, aspects of the invention in some

embodiments thereof relate to optical hardware implementations of artificial neural networks

(ANNs).

Optical computation offers a number of advantages as compared to conventional

computation. Optical computational systems may be considerably faster than conventional

computational systems, because electric currents travel slower than the speed of light.

Optical computational systems may also have considerably higher thermal efficiency

compared to conventional electronic systems. Yet, state-of-the-art optical computational

systems are typically larger than their semiconductor-based counterparts.

Hybrid optical-electronic computation attempts to combine the advantages of optical

and conventional computation by implementing some computational components optically



and some electronically, with information being typically transferred optically. However, in

state-of-the-art hybrid optical-electronic computational systems about 30% of the total energy

consumed is spent on the inter-conversion of optical signals to electric currents, rendering

such hybrid systems wasteful as compared to all-optical computational systems.

In view of the foregoing disadvantages inherent in the above-mentioned state-of-the-

art computational systems and specifically optical computational systems, embodiments of

the invention presented herein include an integrated multi-channel optical module for

controllably mapping sets of input light signals onto sets of output light signals. A module or

a unit or a system is said to be "integrated" if the module is fabricated as a whole, as opposed

to being assembled of individually fabricated components. A mapping of a set of input

signals onto a set of output signals means that the module produces a set of output signals in

response to an input of a set of input signals, and the power of each output signal is a non-

trivial function of the powers of the input signals. By "non-trivial" it is meant that the output

signal is actually dependent on at least two input signals, namely that a variation of the power

of each of the at least two input signals independently varies the power of the output signal.

The optical module comprises at least two optical channels configured to allow

directional propagation of light therein, wherein at least one of the optical channels is an

amplification channel configured to allow amplification of light propagating therein by a

controllable amplification factor. The optical module further comprises at least two input

ports, individually associated with the at least two optical channels, configured to allow

transmission of input light signals into the optical channels. The optical module further

comprises at least one output port optically associated with one of the at least two optical

channels, configured to allow emission of an output light signal from the one optical channel.

The optical module further comprises at least one control port functionally associated with

the amplification channel and configured to allow inputting a control signal to the

amplification channel to determine the amplification factor. The optical channels are optically

coupled so that a power of an output light signal emitted from the output port is a function of

powers of the at least two input light signals transmitted through the at least two input ports.

According to some embodiments, the optical module of the invention may comprise

hundreds of thousands of optically coupled optical channels. Such a high number of optical

channels may allow for implementation of complex and cumbersome computations and tasks,

using for example Neural Networks strategies as detailed and explained herein below.

According to some embodiments, the optical module comprises a multi-core fiber having a



length as low as about one centimeter, whereas time of travel of light along the fiber is on the

order of 100 pico-seconds (10 -10 sec). Accordingly, a complete task suitable for a neural

network, such as image recognition, may be completed on such a short time scale comparable

to the time of travel of light along the fiber, as is further explained below. Furthermore, by

employing optical modules such as multi-core fibers which contain tens of thousands or

hundreds of thousands of cores or photonic crystals comprising hundreds of thousands of

optically couples channels, extremely complex and cumbersome computations may be

effected substantially over time scale comparable to the time of travel of light through the

channels. Hence, even using e.g. multi-core fibers of typical lengths on the scale of meters -

e.g. 1 meter length or even 10 meters length - may provide a huge computation speed up

compared to the speed offered by current technology.

The integrated optical module of the invention thus offers considerable advantages

compared to existing optical computation system utilizing free-space optics: an integrated

optical module may be easily packaged in a small and handy package, or as a single

component on a printed circuit board or on a chip. As a result, such an integrated module

paves a way for compact systems capable of performing highly complex computations. The

integrated module further offers enhance modularity as several modules may be packaged

together to build up a more complex system. Small dimensions of the integrated module

further minimizes light losses which hare typically associated with free-space optics, leading

in turn to enabling using relatively low-power sources and hence little heat dissipation and

energy loss. Lastly, the integrated optical module of the invention may be manufactured

using currently available materials and employing currently available manufacturing

techniques, as explained and detailed below, thereby rendering the module of the invention

compatible with currently available technologies and peripheral devices such as light sources

and light detectors, making industrial employment of the module of the invention highly

attractive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Some embodiments of the invention are described herein with reference to the

accompanying figures. The description, together with the figures, makes apparent to a person

having ordinary skill in the art how some embodiments may be practiced. The figures are for

the purpose of illustrative description and no attempt is made to show structural details of an



embodiment in more detail than is necessary for a fundamental understanding of the

invention. For the sake of clarity, some objects depicted in the figures are not to scale.

In the Figures:

FIG. 1 depicts an embodiment of an integrated optical module, comprises

transmission channels and amplification channels, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 2A schematically depicts a two-core optical fiber embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2B schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of the two-core optical fiber of

FIG. 2A;

FIG. 3A schematically depicts a multi-core optical fiber embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 3B schematically depicts the multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A in a preferred

mode of operation;

FIG. 4 schematically provides a detailed view of the spatial arrangement on the x-y

plane of the cores of the multi-core fiber of FIG. 3A;

FIGs. 5A - 5G schematically depict transfer of light signals by evanescent wave

coupling along sequences of cores from input to output, in 7 cross-sections of the multi-core

fiber of FIG. 3A along the z axis;

FIG. 6 schematically depicts a system on a chip comprising a multi-core optical fiber

of the invention;

FIG. 7 schematically depicts a system configured for inputting a large number of

input light signals to a multi-core optical fiber of the invention;

FIG. 8A schematically depicts an embodiment of a learning system comprising a

multi-channel optical module of the invention, in an embodiment of a learning mode of

operation;

FIG. 8B schematically depicts the learning system of FIG. 8A in an embodiment of an

implementation mode of operation;

FIGs. 9A and 9B schematically show light intensity of λι = l,550nm light in cores of

the multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A in a particular mode of operation along cross-sections

a t , :v = µ * a n a t ∑ x = µπι respectively;



FIGs. 9C and 9D schematically show light intensity of λ2 = 980nm light in cores of

the multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A in a particular mode of operation along cross-sections

at ¾ = .S i a n d a z, y = i sp respectively;

FIG. 9E presents a power scale, wherein the level of power is represented by a gray-

level scale;

FIG. 9F depicts the power of light signals of wavelength = l,550nm in each of the

cores at four cross-sections of the multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A in the mode of

operation of FIGs. 9A and 9B;

FIG. 9G depicts the power of light signals of wavelength λ2 = 980nm in each of the

cores at four cross-sections of the multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A in the mode of

operation of FIGs. 9C and 9D;

FIG. 10A schematically depicts the spatial arrangement of the cores in the multi-core

optical fiber of FIG. 3A in a mode of operation demonstrating classification;

FIG. 10B shows results of a simulation of the mode of operation of FIG. 10A

demonstrating classification of three 8-bit strings;

FIGs. IOC and 10D show results of two control simulations, respectively,

demonstrating the specificity of the amplification signals that demonstrated classification in

FIG. 10B.

FIG. 10E shows a comparison of output light signals powers in the six outputs of the

multi-core optical fiber of FIG. 3A, for the three sets of amplification signals used in FIGs.

10B-10D, respectively;

FIG. 10F shows results of a simulation wherein all possible eight bit strings

comprising four zeros and four ones were encoded and transmitted into the multi-core optical

fiber of FIG. 3A with the set of amplification signals used in Figure 10A;

FIG. 11A presents results of a simulation demonstrating classification using the multi-

core optical fiber of FIG. 3A with amplification cores with amplification of 4 1 dB/m;

FIG. 11B reproduces the results of the simulation of FIG. 10B (at z=9mm), for

comparison;

FIG. 12 schematically depicts a transverse cross-section of a photonic crystal fiber

embodiment of the invention;



FIG. 13 schematically depicts a photonic crystal slab embodiment of the invention,

and

FIG. 14 schematically depicts a 3D photonic crystal embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME EMBODIMENTS

The principles, uses and implementations of the teachings herein may be better

understood with reference to the accompanying description and figures. Upon perusal of the

description and figures present herein, one skilled in the art is able to implement the teachings

herein without undue effort or experimentation.

In the following, two or more magnitudes are said to be "comparable" if the largest of

the magnitudes is not greater than twice the smallest of the magnitudes; two or more

magnitudes are said to be of a "same order of magnitude" if the smallest of the magnitudes is

no smaller than one tenth the largest of the magnitudes.

As used herein "Set of elements" is defined as a group or collection of one or more

elements. A "sequence of elements" is defined as an ordered set of elements.

A mapping of a set of input signals onto a set of output signals means that the power

of each output signal is a non-trivial function of the powers of the input signals. By "non-

trivial" it is meant that the output signal is actually dependent on at least two input signals,

namely that a variation of the power of each of the at least two input signals independently

varies the power of the output signal. In the following, when an output signal is said to be

dependent on input signals or to be a function of input signals, it is presumed for the sake of

brevity, that such dependence is non-trivial.

A module or a unit or a system is said to be "integrated" if the module is fabricated as

a whole, as opposed to being assembled of individually fabricated components.

As used herein, "channel" is defined as a spatially confined medium allowing

directional propagation of light therein, wherein the borders of the medium determine the

propagation direction of the light.



An integrated optical module embodiment

Figure 1 depicts an embodiment of an optical module 100, according to an aspect of

the invention. Optical module 100 comprises transmission channels 110 and amplification

channels 120. For each channel, the local direction of light propagation is denoted by a local z

axis, and the perpendicular plane is denoted a local x-y plane. In the exemplary embodiment

depicted in Figure 1, a generalized z axis 102 is common to all the channels throughout the

optical module. In optical module 100 light generally propagates in the channels 110 and 120

along the z axis from left to right, however in some embodiments of the invention light may

propagate in one or more of the channels, and even in all of the channels, in both directions

parallel to the z axis. Optical module 100 is an integrated module, and may be realized

according to some embodiments by a multi-core optical fiber or for example by a photonic

crystal fiber, as is further detailed and explained herein below. Accordingly, optical module

100 may be assembled on a single piece of substrate such as on a chip, as is further illustrated

and detailed below.

Transmission channel 110 is configured to enable propagation of light passing

therethrough along the channel, substantially without modification of the light intensity

(power). Parasitic losses, causing unavoidable decrease of light intensity along the channel,

are preferably minimized. Amplification channel 120 is configured to enable propagation of

light passing therethrough along the channel, and enables controlled amplification of the light

intensity. "Amplification" herein is used in a broad sense, covering both strict amplification

involving amplification factors greater than 1, and attenuation, involving amplification

factors between 0 and 1. Each amplification channel 120 is associated with a control port 122

configured for receiving a control signal for determining a desired amplification factor in the

amplification channel thereby controlling the amplification in the channel.

At least two of the channels from the transmission channels 110 and the amplification

channels 120 are optically associated, preferably individually, with input ports 130. Input port

130 is configured to enable transmission of a light signal into an associated channel (a

transmission channel or an amplification channel), thereby inputting such light signal to

optical module 100. For example, an exposed end of an optical fiber may function as an input

port to the fiber. Light signals suitable for transmission into optical module 100 are further

described below.



At least one of the channels from both the transmission channels 110 and the

amplification channels 120 is optically associated with one or more output ports 140. Output

port 140 is configured to enable transmission of a light signal from an associated channel,

thereby outputting such light signal from optical module 100. For example, an exposed end of

an optical fiber may function as an output port to the fiber. Light signals transmitted from

optical module 100 through output port 140 may be optically processed and/or detected by an

optical detector as is further detailed below.

At least one of the transmission channels 110 and at least one of the amplification

channels 120 are optically coupled with one another. Optical coupling between channels is

denoted in Figure 1 by a dashed line 150 between optically coupled channels. In Figure 1,

light generally propagates from left to right, hence it should be understood that light is

transferred between two channels coupled by optical coupling 150, from the channel on the

left-hand-side of the related dashed line to the channel on the right-hand-side of the dashed

line.

The integrated optical module in operation

Optical coupling between channels in optical module 100 forms sequences 160 of

optically coupled channels. Each sequence 160 comprises a distinct series of optically

coupled channels, ordered according to the direction of light propagation in the channels and

the direction of light transfer (through the optical coupling) from one channel to the next.

Hence, a first channel in each sequence 160 is associated with one of the input ports 130,

whereas a last channel in each sequence is associated with one of the output ports 140. In

figure 1, 3 sequences, 160a, 160b and 160c, are explicitly denoted for example. Sequence

160a comprises, in the order by which light propagates therein, channels 160al, 160a2 and

160a3. Likewise, sequence 160b comprises channels 160bl, 160b2 and 160b3, and sequence

160c comprises channels 160cl, 160c2 and 160c3.

It should be noted that an individual channel may be common to more than one

sequence. For example, the first channel 160al in sequence 160a is the first channel 160bl in

sequence 160b. Likewise, the last channel 160b3 in sequence 160b is also the last channel

160c3 in sequence 160c. It should therefore be understood that, according to some

embodiments, an input light signal (transmitted into optical module 100 through one of the

input ports 130) may affect the output light signals through one or more output ports 140. For



example, the input light signal transmitted into channel 160al may affect the output light

signals through channels 160a3 and 160b3. Likewise, an output light signal (transmitted from

optical module 100 through one of the output ports 140) may be affected by the input light

signals through one or more input ports 130. For example, the output light signal transmitted

from channel 160b3 may be affected by the input light signal through channel 160bl and by

the input light signal through channel 160cl.

In operation, a set of input light signals from one or more respective external light

sources (not shown) is transmitted, via input ports 130, into associated transmission channels

110 and amplification channels 120, so that each of said channels receives a respective input

light signal. Light signals may thus propagate through the sequences of channels along

optical module 100. Intensities (powers) of light signals that are propagating simultaneously

through the sequences 160 of optical module 100 may be partially combined when one

channel (that belongs to two or more sequences) receives light from respective two or more

optically coupled channels. Likewise, the power of a light signal propagating in one channel

may be split as the light signal is transferred to two or more channels (belonging to two or

more sequences) that are optically coupled to the said channel.

Optical module 100 may thus enable establishing a mapping of input light signals to

output light signals. Such mapping is partly defined by the pre-determined arrangement of

sequences 160 in the optical module, namely by the combination and splitting of powers of

light signals along the optical module, through optical coupling between channels, such

optical coupling being pre-determined by the structure of the optical module (e.g. the

geometry of the arrangement of the channels, the optical properties of the transmission

channels and the amplification channels). The mapping may further be defined - and varied -

by controlling the amplification of each amplification channel in the optical module. In other

words, each output signal 0 may be represented as a function Q = f l > .... , ... I ) of the

input signals . Here I < ≤ ¾ , N o being the number of outputs in optical module 100 and

i i ≤ , N i being the number of inputs in optical module 100. More specifically,

according to some embodiments each output O i may be represented as a weighted sum of the

inputs:

O, = ∑ ,(A\



Where the are fixed, being pre-determined by the optical coupling between channels in the

optical module, and the can be modified by modifying the controllably selected

amplification factors in the amplification channels 120. It is emphasized that optical module

100 is configured and operable to establish a non-trivial function between the inputs and the

outputs, namely that at least one output is non-trivially (actually) dependent on at least two

inputs.

A two-core optical fiber embodiment

Multi-core optical fibers have been proposed as an improved communication means

to increase data transfer rate over a single fiber. In such a multi-core optical fiber, each core

is used as an independent channel for data transfer, which is, ideally, optically isolated from

other cores in the same fiber. Signal from one core leaking to a second neighboring core

generates noise in the second core, and therefore, as absolute optical isolation may not always

be achieved, very low signal leakage (low crosstalk) between cores is ever desired. Indeed,

various techniques have been proposed to minimize crosstalk between cores in multi-core

optical fibers. These include fibers with high ∆ (∆ being the difference between the refractive

indexes of the core material and the cladding), high core pitch (the pitch being the distance

between neighboring cores) and employing hole- or trench-assisted core profiles. Thus, in

existing multi-core optical fibers, crosstalk between cores is typically extremely low and

commonly specified to be below a pre-determined threshold (typical values being below -

30dB for 100km long fibers), so as to ensure that the signal in one core contributes no more

than a specified contribution to the Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR) in a neighboring

core. It follows that in existing multi-core fibers, the coupling length (between two adjacent

cores) is much greater than the total length of the fiber, thus ensuring that, at maximum, only

a minute fraction of the signal power in one core transfers to a neighboring core.

In contrast to existing multi-core fibers (typically used for optical communication), a

multi-core optical fiber embodying the invention is required to demonstrate a well-

determined, significant, non-vanishing optical coupling between at least some of the cores.

By the optical coupling being "well-determined" it is meant that the optical coupling is

specified within a pre-determined range (namely between a low-end and a high-end of the

range) as opposed to being specified to be just lower than a threshold. By the optical coupling

being "significant" it is meant that the low-end of the range is higher than the inverse of the



SNR of a system in which the multi-core fiber is used. In other words, the optical coupling is

such that a light signal that is transferred from a first core to a second core by such optical

coupling, has, in the second core, an intensity (power) that is at least above, and preferably

significantly above, the noise level of the system. Thus, in a multi-core optical fiber of the

invention optical coupling between cores (that are determined to be mutually "optically

coupled") is high enough, to allow for a light signal transferred by optical coupling to be

higher - preferably significantly higher - than the noise; whereas in existing multi-core

optical fibers, a light signal transferred by optical coupling must be lower - preferably

significantly lower - than the noise. In some preferred embodiments of the invention, optical

coupling between "optically coupled" cores is high enough to render the coupling length

comparable to the total length of the fiber. This means that the coupling length is at

maximum smaller than twice the length of the fiber. In some embodiments the coupling

length may be equal or smaller than the total length of the fiber. In some embodiments,

especially embodiments comprising a multitude of optically coupled cores, the coupling

length may even be a small fraction of the total length of the fiber.

Optical coupling between cores in a multi-core optical fiber is typically realized

through evanescent wave coupling. Evanescent wave coupling is used here to denote a

phenomenon wherein light transfers from a first medium to a second medium as an

exponentially decaying wave through a third medium, separating the first medium from the

second medium and having a lower refractive index than that of the first medium and the

second medium. Evanescent wave leakage between two light propagating mediums, e.g. two

cores in an optical fiber, denotes transfer of light from one medium to the other due to

evanescent wave coupling.

Evanescent wave coupling between cores is strongly dependent on the cores

geometrical parameters such as diameter and distance between the cores as well as on the

mode of light propagation in the core. For substantial evanescent wave coupling between

cores, which is necessary for implementing the invention, optically coupled cores in a multi

core fiber of the invention may be arranged at distances that are typically smaller than in

conventional multi-core fibers wherein optical coupling between cores is undesired. For

example, in fibers fabricated from materials commonly used in the art, substantial evanescent

wave coupling between cores having a diameter of about 8um for example, may be achieved

when the distance between cores centers is smaller than about 20um, preferably when the

distance between cores centers is smaller than about 15um, and more preferably when the



distance is smaller than about lOum. In contrast, in fibers where optical coupling is undesired

and therefore exists as a parasitic phenomenon, distance between cores is larger than e.g.

20um and preferably larger than 30um.

Another embodiment of the invention described herein is schematically depicted in

Figure 2A and Figure 2B. Figure 2A depicts a cylindrical two-core optical fiber 200. Two-

core optical fiber 200 comprises a fiber body 204 extending between a first fiber end 208 and

a second fiber end 210. Fiber body 204 houses a first cylindrical core 220 and a second

cylindrical core 222. Each of cylindrical cores 220 and 222 extends longitudinally from first

fiber end 208 to second fiber end 210. A fiber cladding 240 submerges cylindrical cores 220

and 222. Cylindrical cores 220 and 222 may be made of e.g. glass, silicon, silica or plastic as

known in the art of optical fiber fabrication. Cladding 240 is made of a material having a

refractive index lower than the refractive index of first cylindrical core 220 and of second

cylindrical core 222. Second cylindrical core 222 is configured to amplify light signals

traveling therethrough. According to some embodiments, second cylindrical core 222 may be

doped to enable amplification. For example, cylindrical cores 220 and 222 may be made of

silica, and second cylindrical core 222 may be doped with Erbium ions. First fiber end 208

and second fiber end 210 are configured to receive light transmitted thereto (through an input

port) and to emit light therefrom (through an output port).

Figure 2B schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of two-core optical fiber 200

on a plane whereon first cylindrical core 220 and second cylindrical core 222 extend. First

cylindrical core 220 comprises a first input port 250 on first fiber end 208 and a first output

port 256 on second fiber end 210. Likewise, second cylindrical port 222 comprises a second

input port 252 on first fiber end 208 and a second output port 258 on second fiber end 210.

Second cylindrical core 222 also comprises a control port 262 on first fiber end 208.

Optical fiber 200 is configured to provide optical coupling between cylindrical cores

220 and 222 by evanescent wave coupling. In other words, light propagating through either of

cylindrical cores 220 and 222 may transfer to the other core via evanescent wave coupling.

For two cylindrical and parallel cores (extending from z = 0 to z = L, where L is the length of

fiber body 204), a coupling efficiency over a core length s < L is defined as r\(z = s) = P z =

s)IP {z = 0), where P (z = 0) is a power of light transmitted into the first core at z = 0, and

P (z = s) is the power of light in the second core at z = s under a condition that no light is

transmitted into the second core, i.e. ( = 0) = 0. If the light in the second core is not

amplified, then all the light propagating through the second core is transferred light. Under



some conditions, the coupling efficiency may increase and then decrease as a function of z,

because, at high z values, some light transfers back from the second core to the first core. A

coupling length I is defined as the smallest z coordinate where the coupling efficiency reaches

a maximum.

Second cylindrical core 222 is configured to enable controlled amplification of light

having a first wavelength λι propagating therethrough, by transmitting into the core light

having a second wavelength λ 2 (e.g. a pump light signal). The λ 2 light may be transmitted into

the core through control port 262 which may be selected to be the one of the exposed ends of

cylindrical core 222 at either first fiber end 208 or second fiber end 210.

According to some embodiments, second cylindrical core 222 may be doped to allow

such controlled amplification. In a doped core, the dopant ions are excited following

absorption of λ 2 photons, and relaxation of the excited ions is facilitated by λι photons

through a process known as stimulated emission. In the relaxation process the excited ions

emit additional λ ΐ photons with the same phase as the facilitating λι photons, thereby

increasing the power of the already present λι light in the core. By controlling the power of

the λ2 light transmitted into cylindrical core 222, the level of amplification of the λ ΐ light

may be controlled. It is noted that the optical coupling between the cores is fixed and

constant, being determined by the structure of the two-core fiber, and other fixed parameters,

as explained above. It is further noted that the amplification of the λ ΐ light in second

cylindrical core 222 can be modified, e.g. as explained above by varying the power of the λ2

light transmitted into second cylindrical core 222.

The two-core optical fiber in operation

As used herein in this section, optical coupling refers to evanescent wave coupling

between cores.

In an exemplary mode of operation of two-core optical fiber 200, a first input light

signal, comprising a light signal of a first wavelength λι and having a power x\, is transmitted

into first cylindrical core 220 at first fiber end 208 via first input port 250. A second input

light signal, comprising a light signal of the first wavelength λι and having a power ¾, is

substantially simultaneously transmitted into second cylindrical core 222 at first fiber end 208

via second input port 252. At a same time, a pump light signal of a second wavelength , and

power xp is transmitted into second cylindrical core 222, e.g. at first fiber end 208 via control



port 262. The pump light signal amplifies the power of the λι light propagating through

second cylindrical core 222. An output light signal is emitted from second cylindrical core

222 at second fiber end 210, via second output port 258, and a power y of the output light

signal may be measured, e.g. by a light sensor (not shown) optically associated with second

core 222 at second output port 258. λ2 light emitted from second cylindrical core 222 does

not contribute to the output light signal, and may, for example, be filtered out before reaching

the light sensor, or the sensor may be λι light specific. It should be appreciated by the person

skilled in the art that additionally or alternatively another output light signal may be obtained

from first output port 256. The λι light transfer rate from first cylindrical core 220 to second

cylindrical core 222 depends on the powers x \ , ¾, and xp,on an amplification rate of the λι

light in second core 222, and on the refractive indices of the cores and of the cladding

between, on the distance between the cores, etc.. The amplification rate is an increase in the

power of λι light per unit distance along the length of the core due to stimulated emission of

λι light. Together with light loss mechanisms, the powers x and and the λι light transfer

rate determine the power y of the output light signal (e.g. from the second cylindrical core

222). It is thus concluded that optical fiber 200 is configured and operable to establish a non-

trivial dependency of the output light signal on the two input light signals. The above mode

of operation may be used for example to implement an AND logic gate or an OR logic gate,

and to select such functionality of the gates by controlling the amplification rate, e.g. by

controlling the power of the pump light (the second wavelength λ2 light), thereby determining

- and changing - the mapping of a set of input light signals onto an output signal. For the

purpose of the examples provided below, and to facilitate demonstration, it is assumed that

cores 220 and 222 have a same radius, that they are symmetrically located within fiber body

204, and they have a same refractive index. It is also assumed that any losses during light

propagation through the cores are negligible (evanescent wave leakage from one core to

another is not considered as a loss, being a transfer of light and as such conserving the total

power in the two cores). It is further assumed that the length L of fiber body 204 is such that

if only λι light (and no other light, in particular, no λ2 light) is transmitted into either one of

cylindrical cores 220 and 222, then a resultant first power of λι light emitted from first

cylindrical core 220 through first output port 256, P {z = L), and a resultant second power of

λι light emitted from second cylindrical core 222 through second output port 258, P = L),

are substantially equal, i.e. the coupling efficiency over the length of the two-core optical

fiber substantially equals one half. It is thus further noted that by selecting an amplification



factor of 1 in the second core 222 (namely no net amplification), the dependency of the

output signal power on each of the input signal powers, is equal.

To implement the logic gates, a first input bit is encoded in a first λι light signal

transmitted into first cylindrical core 220 through first input port 250, and a second input bit

is encoded in a second λι light signal transmitted into second cylindrical core 222 through

second input port 252. 0 and 1 are encoded by e.g. a first (substantially zero) power of the

light input and by a second (substantially non-zero) power u of the light input, respectively.

An output bit is decoded from the power of λι light emitted from second cylindrical core 222

through output port 258. Emitted λι light, having a power smaller than, or substantially equal

to, a threshold power T > ½«, is decoded as 0. Emitted light having a power greater than T, is

decoded as 1. Theoretically, T may be selected to be ½«. In practice, T may be taken to be

sufficiently greater than ½« such that T - ½« > ∆ whereas ∆ is determined by several factors,

including (a) energy losses in the cores, (b) divergence from the theoretical 0.5 value of the

rate of transfer of light from the first core to the second core along the fiber length, and (c) a

resolution of a light sensor used to measure the power of the λι light emitted from cylindrical

core 222. T is also taken to be sufficiently smaller than u such that u - T > ∆ , thereby

allowing for satisfactory discrimination between ½« and u.

To implement the AND gate no λ2 light is transmitted into second cylindrical core 222

through control port 262. When each of the input bits equals 0 (i.e. no light is transmitted into

either of the cores), no light is emitted from second cylindrical core 222, and the output bit

therefore equals 0. When the first input bit equals 0 and the second input bit equals 1, no light

is transmitted into first cylindrical core 220 and λι light of power u is transmitted into second

cylindrical core 222. Since the coupling efficiency over L is substantially one half (and since

the cores are substantially lossless), the power of the light emitted from second cylindrical

core 222 substantially equals ½« and the output equals 0. Similarly, when the first input bit

equals 1 and the second input bit equals 0, the output bit equals 0. Finally, when both input

bits equal 1, λι light of power u is transmitted into both of the cores, and since the cores are

substantially lossless and due to the above-mentioned symmetry of fiber body 204, each of

the cores, and in particular cylindrical core 222, emit λι light having a power substantially

equal to u, and the output bit will therefore equal 1.

To implement the OR gate, λ2 light is transmitted into second cylindrical core 222

simultaneously with the encoding of the second bit. When both input bits equal 0, the output

bit equals 0. When the first input bit equals 0 and the second input bit equals 1, then the λ2



light transmitted into the core amplifies the λι light transmitted into second cylindrical core

222, and, as a result, light having power v > V u is emitted from second cylindrical core

222 through second output 258. When the first input bit equals 1 and the second input bit

equals 0, then the λ2light transmitted into the core amplifies the λι light transferred from first

cylindrical core 220 to second cylindrical core 222, and, as a result, λι light having power ' >

½ is emitted from second cylindrical core 222 through second output 258. When both input

bits equal 1, then the λ2light transmitted into the core amplifies the λι light transmitted into

second cylindrical core 222, and, as a result, λι light having power v " > u is emitted from

second cylindrical core 222 through second output 258. By increasing the power of the

transmitted λ2light, the powers of v and ' may be increased such that v - T > ∆ and ' - T > ∆

(v" - T > ∆ since v "> u > T + ∆ ), resulting in the output bit equaling 1 in all input pairings in

which at least one of the inputs equals 1.

By switching the functionality of the two core fiber 200 between an OR gate and an

AND gate, a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) may be realized. By employing a similar

switching technique to a multi-core fiber as described herein below, an FPGA including tens

or hundreds or even much higher number of gates may be realized.

A multi-core optical fiber embodiment

Another embodiment of the invention is schematically depicted in Figures 3A and 3B.

Figure 3A schematically depicts a multi-core optical fiber (MCF) 400. MCF 400 comprises

an MCF body 404, a first MCF end 408, and a second MCF end 410. MCF body 404 is

cylindrical and a longitudinal axis 414, coinciding with the z axis, delineates a symmetry axis

of the cylinder. First MCF end 408 lies on the xy-plane and second MCF end 410 is parallel

to first MCF end 408. MCF body 404 houses transmission cores 420 (marked as white spots)

and amplification cores (marked as black spots). Each of transmission cores 420, and each of

amplification cores 430, is cylindrical and extends from first MCF end 408 to second MCF

end 410 in parallel to longitudinal axis 414. A cladding 440 pervades an inner volume of

MCF body 404 submerging the transmission cores 420 and amplification cores 430. Multi-

core optical fiber 400, including the cores and the cladding, may be made from materials as is

known in the art and as detailed above for two core optical fiber 200. For example,

transmission cores 420 and amplification cores 430 may be made of glass or plastic or silica.

Amplification cores 430 may be doped for enabling light amplification as described above.



For example, amplification cores 430 may be made of silica and doped with Erbium ions.

Cladding 440 is made of a material having refractive index lower than the refractive index of

transmission cores 420 and the refractive index of amplification cores 430, e.g. silica.

In some embodiments, not exemplified in the Figures, a transverse cross-section of

MCF 400, perpendicular to longitudinal axis 414, may have a non-circular outline, for

example a triangular, square, or even hexagonal or octagonal or oval (e.g. elliptical) outline.

In some embodiments, cores 420 and 430 are arranged in an asymmetrical and/or a non-

concentric arrangement relative to longitudinal axis 414. In some embodiments a distribution

of dopants in amplification cores 430 may be uniform along the z axis. In other embodiments,

the distribution of dopants may be non-uniform along the length of the amplification core. In

some embodiments cladding 440 may be enveloped by a protective jacket or coating. In some

embodiments, the periodic structure of hollow tubes may be interrupted by isolating air holes

(either periodic or not) with diameters within a range between about lOum to about 4um.

Such air holes may be included within the cladding, either on the circumference of the PCF

surrounding all the cores, or surrounding specific portion of the cores or as part of the

functional structure of cores (in a non-surrounding manner). In some embodiments, other

modulating structures such as gratings could be added within some or all of the cores.

Figure 3B schematically depicts MCF 400 in a preferred mode of operation. Input

ports 450 are associated with all the outer-most cores, preferably on the first end 408, for

inputting light signals at λι wavelength to MCF 400. Output ports 460 are associated with all

the inner-most cores, preferably on the second end 410, for outputting light signals (at λι

wavelength) from MCF 400. It is noted that in the exemplary embodiment of Figure 3B, all

the input ports are associated with amplification cores and all the output ports are associated

with transmission cores; however it should be understood that this specific allocation of input

and output ports to types of cores is exemplary and non-limiting. Other allocations and

combination of allocations of input ports and output ports to transmission cores and

amplification cores are contemplated and may be exercised.

For controlling the amplification in the amplification cores, control light signals at a

λ2 wavelength and at controlled powers (intensities) are transmitted, individually, into the

amplification cores through control ports (not shown in the Figure). Ideally, optical coupling

between the cores for the λ2 light is zero, in other words the λ2 light may not transfer from

one core to another while propagating along MCF 400. Also, ideally, power loss of the λ2

light along cores is negligible. Hence, in an ideal MCF, the direction of propagation of the λ2



light does not affect the amplification in the amplification core and consequently transmission

of control signals into MCF 400 may be affected through any of first end 408 and second end

410 of MCF 400. Realistic example of λ 2 light propagation in MCF 400, diverging from the

ideal description above, is detailed further below.

Figure 4 schematically provides a detailed view of the spatial arrangement of the

cores in MCF 400 on the x-y plane. Optical coupling in MCF 400 is realized through

evanescent wave coupling, and hence strongly depends on the distance between the cores.

Straight lines 510 schematically connect adjacent (neighboring) cores, thereby indicating

pairs of optically coupled cores. It is noted that only some of the optically coupled cores in

Figure 4 are schematically connected by straight lines 510, and it should be understood that

all the pairs of adjacent cores in Figure 4 are optically coupled. Each series of optically

connected cores (e.g. cores connected by straight lines 510) forms a sequence through which

light signals may transfer. Particularly important sequences are those that connect an "input"

on an outer-most core to an "output" on an inner-most core ("input" and "output" relate to

cores associated with the input ports and the output ports respectively).

Following the said sequences from "input" to "output", all the cores in MCF 400 may

be grouped into layers 520a - 520h (denoted in Figure 4 only partially, over a sector of the

MCF cross-section) . Layer 520a consists of all the outer-most cores (associated with input

ports 450). The cores in each further layer consist of all the inner cores that are closest to the

cores in the outer layer. Thus layer 520b consists of all the cores that are inner and most

adjacent to the cores in layer 520a, layer 520c consists of all the cores that are inner and most

adjacent to the cores in layer 520b, and so on. Layer 520h thus consists of all the inner-most

cores of MCF 400, which are associated with output ports 460.

There is a multitude of sequences (of cores) connecting a particular input 450 to a

particular output 460 in MCF 400. A length of a sequence is measured by the number of

cores comprising the sequence minus 1 (namely, the length of a sequence of a neighboring

pair of cores is 1). Thus, the shortest sequences between inputs and outputs in MCF 400

consist of one core from each layer 520a - 520h, hence having a length of 7.

Cores of MCF 400 are further partitioned into subnets 530 (explicitly subnets 530a -

530f), each subnet being encompassed by a dashed triangle. All the cores in layers 520a -

520f are included in subnets, whereas the cores in the inner layers 520g and 520h are not

included in the subnets.



Groups of cores in MCF 400 are yet further classified into three types of motifs,

wherein a motif is defined as a geometrical arrangement or spatial configuration of a group of

cores. A first motif 540 comprises four cores: one central core and three surrounding cores.

The surrounding cores are located on vertices of an equilateral triangle and the central core is

located at the center of the triangle. All the cores in each of the subnets can be grouped into

three groups of cores arranged according to the first motif. A second motif 550 comprises

three cores located on vertices of an isosceles triangle with a vertex angle of 120°. A third

motif 560 comprises three cores arranged along a straight line. All the cores in layers 520g

and 520h are arranged in the second and third motifs.

As is indicated above, coupling efficiency between a first core (into which a light

signal is transmitted) to a second neighboring core (into which the light signal is transferred

from the first core) may vary along the cores' length. In some embodiments the light

efficiency may have a maximum at a certain point z (indicating the coupling length), beyond

which more light is transferred out of the second core than transferred into it. MCF 400 is

configured to permit an indirect transfer of λι light, transmitted into the input ports 450, to

output ports 460. By indirect transfer of light it is meant that light signal is transferred

through a sequence of cores through optical coupling between pairs of cores in the sequence.

Because a significant transfer of light signal within a single pair of adjacent cores occurs

along the coupling length, it is concluded that the total length of a multi-core optical fiber of

the invention is a function of the series of coupling lengths along the sequence. Preferably,

the total length of the fiber is higher than the coupling length of the first pair in (any of) the

sequence and smaller than the total of the coupling lengths, summed over the shortest

sequence of cores from the input to the output. The shortest sequence of cores from input to

output in MCF 400 includes 7 pairs of neighboring cores (one less than the numbers of layers

520a - 520h), and the neighboring cores along the sequence are equally distanced from one

another. Hence the length of MCF 400 is less than about the coupling length (characterizing

neighboring cores in MCF 400) multiplied by 7.

Figures 5A - 5G schematically depict transfer of light signals along sequences of

cores from input to output, in 7 cross-sections of MCF 400 along the z axis. Thus, Figure 5A

schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of MCF 400 at a distance of about L (equal to

the coupling length) from first end 408 of the MCF. Accordingly, Figure 5A depicts transfer

of light (indicated by arrows) from the outer-most cores in layer 520a to the neighboring

cores in layer 520b (the layers are not explicitly indicated in the Figure). Likewise, Figure 5B



schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of MCF 400 at a distance from first end 408 of

the MCF where coupling efficiency maximizes in the cores in layer 520b carrying light that

originated in cores of layer 520a. It should be understood that light from the cores in layer

520b couples also back to the cores in layer 520a. However, due to the limited total length of

MCF 400, light signals that diverge from the shortest sequence of cores from input to output

(namely, light signals that transfer from core to core along sequences that are different, and

hence longer, than the shortest sequence), may not eventually contribute to the output signal.

It is thus concluded that MCF 400 is configured and operable to establish a non-trivial

dependency of the output light signals (e.g. in any of output ports 460a - 460f) on the input

light signals. Moreover, it is noted that by selecting an amplification factor of 1 in all the

amplification cores 430, each of the output signals is equally dependent on at least eight input

signals (associated with eight different shortest sequences that include the respective output).

Amplification cores 430 are configured such that light having a second wavelength λ2

propagating in any one of amplification cores 430 is absorbed in dopant ions to generate

excitation of their electrons, the relaxation of which is facilitated by λ ΐ photons. In the

relaxation process the dopant ions emit additional λ ΐ photons with the same phase as the

facilitating λ ΐ photons, thereby increasing the power of the already present light of

wavelength λ ΐ therein.

MCF 400 is further configured such that the optical coupling induced by a light signal

of wavelength λ2 between two adjacent cores is weaker than the optical coupling induced by

the λ ΐ light. Transfer of λ2 light from a first amplification core to a second amplification core

is generally undesired as it may result in a decrease in the amplification in the first

amplification core, and possibly an undesired amplification of λ ΐ light within the second

amplification core.

Existing technology for providing amplification in optical fibers - e.g. by doped cores

as described above - may impose a minimum total length of the multi-core fiber. In other

words, the total length of the multi-core fiber of the invention may, in some embodiments, be

dictated by the amplification per unit length available by current technology. Thus, in such

embodiments, the coupling length (for λ ΐ light) must be correlated with the fibers total length

so to maintain a required ratio, as detailed and explained above, between the coupling length

and the fiber's total length. Such establishing of the coupling length may be achieved by

properly configuring parameters of the multi-core fiber that affect the coupling length, for

example configuring the distance between neighboring cores. It is noted that effective optical



lengthening of a multi-core fiber of the invention may also be achieved by reflecting back

optical signals into the fiber, by a mirror (or a multitude of individual mirrors for each core)

at the second end 410 of MCF 400.

According to some embodiments, amplification of light in amplification cores 430

may involve the use quantum dot lasers.

Figure 6 schematically depicts a system-on-chip 600 incorporating a multi-core

optical fiber of the invention (without sacrificing generality of the invention, referred to

herein as MCF 400). System on chip 600 comprises a chip body 610, MCF 400, a first Light

Emitting Diode (LED) array 620, a second LED array 622, an input coupler 630, light

detectors array 640, input connectors 650, output connectors 660 and power connectors 670.

Input connectors 650, output connectors 660, and power connectors 670 all extend from an

inside of chip body 610 to an outside of chip body 610. Input connectors 650 are configured

to transmit input signals to first and second LED arrays 620 and 622. Output connectors 660

are configured to receive output signals from light detectors array 640. Power connectors 670

are configured to connect to an external power source (not shown) andto provide power to

operate system 600, particularly LEDs arrays 620 and 622 and light detectors array 640. Each

LED in first LED array 620 is configured to emit λ ΐ light. Each LED in second LED array

622 is configured to emit λ2 light. System on chip 600 is configured such that light emitted

by each LED in LED arrays 620 and 622 is guided into input coupler 630. Input coupler 630

optically couples each LED to a single input port at MCF end 408. It is noted though that, in

some embodiments, a particular input port may be coupled both to a λ ΐ LED (for receiving

an input signal) and to a λ2 LED (for receiving a control signal). Light detector array 640 is

configured such that light emitted by each output port in MCF 400 at second MCF end 410 is

detected by a corresponding light detector in light detector array 640. It should be appreciated

by the person skilled in the art that embodiments of the invention may include various

combinations of system 600 integrated in a single chip, for example a system including a

plurality of MCFs arranged in parallel, and alternatively or additionally a plurality of each of

the LED arrays 620 and 622, the input coupler 630 and the detector array 640, being

associated with a single MCF or with a plurality of MCFs, according to the teachings herein.

Figure 7 schematically depicts a system 680 configured for inputting a large number

of input light signals to a multi-core optical fiber of the invention. System 680 employs a

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) 682 to beam shape the wavefront of light so that light in large

number of desired cores in the multi-core optical fiber is individually initiated. According to



some embodiments system 680 comprises a digital micro mirrors array device (DMD) 684,

which is electronically commanded through input connector 686. DMD 684 is configured to

spatially and temporally modulate an incoming uniform light beam 692, thereby generating in

parallel a multitude of input optical signals to be inputted into the multi-core fiber. An

imaging setup 690 focuses an image of the DMD active region on the input port of the optical

fiber, so that an image of single micro-mirrors from DMD 684 are individually projected on

each input port of the fiber. In operation, DMD 684 may spatially and temporally modulate

an incoming uniform light beam 692 so as to project a desired input, comprising a multitude

of individual optical input signals, onto a multitude of input ports of the fiber. Alternatively

or additionally, other techniques may be employed to generate a vast number of individual

light signals projected onto an end of a multi-core fiber. According to some embodiments

SLM 682 may employ for example a phase only optical mask (e.g. Duadi and Zalevsky in J .

Opt. Soc. Am. A, Vol. 27, No. 9, September 2010, p. 2027) for generating the required two

dimensional (2D) array of input signals with uniform energy.

The multi-channel optical module as an artificial neural network

According to some embodiments depicted schematically in Figures 8A and 8B, a

learning system 800 comprising a multi-channel optical module (MCOM) 810 of the

invention may be used to implement an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). MCOM 810

comprises a multitude of optically coupled transmission channels and amplification channels

(not explicitly shown in this Figure) as is described and explained herein above. To

implement learning, the learning system 800 is taught or trained to classify sets of data into

categories or classes. For example, the system may be tasked with classifying a set of

passport photo images according to whether an image is of a woman or of a man.

MCOM 810 comprises a data input 812 configured to receive input signals

representing data elements needed to be categorized, and data output 814 configured to

transmit, as a response to inputting a particular data element, an output signal indicating a

classification or categorization of the data element according to a learned rule. Input 812 and

output 814 are associated with the plurality of optical channels in MCOM 810 according to

the teachings herein above. MCOM 810 further comprises a control input 816 configured to

receive control signals, the control signals being suitable to control the amplifications of the

amplification channels of MCOM 810.



System 800 further comprises a control signal driver 820, functionally associated with

control input 816 and configured to generate control signals suitable to control the

amplifications of the amplification channels of MCOM 810. A memory module 830,

functionally associated with control signal driver 820, is configured to record and deliver to

control signal driver 820 a set of selected amplification values, according to which control

signal driver 820 generates the required control signals. A processor 840 is configured to

perform a learning algorithm so as to implement system 800 with a desired learning rule.

Processor 840 is functionally associated with output 814 of MCOM 810 to receive output

signals therefrom, and functionally associated with memory 830 to provide a set of selected

amplification values.

For use, each data element in a data set that need to be classified may be represented

by a string of bits. A set of strings of bits may be encoded in substantially distinct sets of

powers of input light signals inputted to the MCOM 810. As a non-limiting example, in a

version of supervised learning, a training set may be selected. The training set is a subset of

the data, such that each data element in the training set is categorized - for example a subset

of passport photo images wherein the gender of the person in the image is pre-categorized as

"male" or "female". Each data element in the training set is encoded in a set of input powers.

Also, each category is encoded in a distinct output set of output powers. Then a set of control

signals (e.g. pump light powers) may be found, in the process of "learning", such as to map

correctly the learning set onto the required output set. In other words, a single set of

amplification values is found such that each data element from the training set, when inputted

to system, generates an output that indicates the correct category of the input. For example,

for each input in the training set that relates to an image photo, the output indicates either

"male" or "female", in agreement with the pre-categorization of the image photos.

The required amplification values may be found in a (non-limiting) exemplary

process as follow: a first set of amplification values is selected by processor 840 e.g. at

random, and provided to MCOM 810. A following set of steps is then performed: One at a

time, each encoded data is transmitted into input 812, and a set of control signals associated

with the selected amplification values is simultaneously transmitted into control input 816.

Resultant output signals emitted from output 814 are measured and recorded by processor

840. Once all of the encoded data have been transmitted and resultant output signals have

been recorded, the learning algorithm is implemented by processor 840 so as to generate a

new set of amplification values. For example, a magnitude of an error, i.e. a cost function



quantifying how 'far' on average the resultant sets of output powers are from the correct sets

of output powers, may be computed. If the error magnitude is above a desired threshold, an

algorithm may be used to compute from the output signals and the current amplification

signals, a new set of amplification signals to be used in a next step. The set of steps is

repeated until the error magnitude is sufficiently small and a desired level of classification is

achieved.

Once a desired single set of amplification values is found such that the set allows for

correct classification of the whole training set, the learning phase of system 800 is complete,

and classification may be implemented by system 800a schematically depicted in Figure 8B.

System 800a is different from system 800 by not having processor 840 which is not necessary

(to the extent of implementing the learning algorithm). Memory 830 provides the single set of

amplification values that was found during the learning phase, which set is used for

classifying the entire input data set. According to some embodiments, learning instances may

still apply intermittently during normal use (hence system 800 of Figure 8A may be used also

after completing the first learning phase), to refine the selected amplification values

determining the classification.

According to some non-limiting embodiments, MCOM 810 may be realized by a

multi-core optical fiber, comprising a multitude of optically coupled transmission cores and

amplification cores according to the teachings herein. In some embodiments a multi-core

optical fiber of the invention may include hundreds of thousands of cores in line with current

state-of-the-art fiber technology. Such a high number of cores may allow for implementation

of complex and cumbersome computations and tasks.

Simulations of multi-core optical fiber in operation

To demonstrate learning, an optical simulation of light propagation in a multi-core

optical fiber of the invention was performed. The simulated multi-core optical fiber has a

core arrangement on the x-y cross-section thereof similar to that of MCF 400, namely as

schematically described in Figures 3-5 above. Hence the simulated multi-core optical fiber is

referred to herein below as MCF 400, without wishing to limit the generality of the invention.

For the sake of the simulation, specific values were assigned to some physical parameters

characterizing MCF 400. The length of MCF body 404 was set to equal 9 mm. The pitch

between all adjacent (neighboring) cores was set to 9 µ . The core diameter is 8 µ .



Transmission cores 420 and amplification cores 430 were assigned a refractive index of 1.52

and cladding 440 was assigned a refractive index of 1.48. For these values a numerical

aperture of about 0.35 and a critical angle of about 20.27° are obtained. Amplification cores

were assigned an amplification rate of 850 dB/m. That is to say, amplification by a factor of

approximately 1.216 per mm. A wavelength of input light signals, λι was taken to equal

1,550 nm and a wavelength of pump light signals, λ2 was taken to equal 980 nm. Both input

and pump light signals were assigned a Gaussian intensity profile in the x and y coordinates.

Using the assigned specific values, coupled wave equations for a propagation of light in a

multi-core optical fiber were numerically solved using RSoft simulation software (Synopsis,

California, USA) in conjunction with self-written MATLAB code.

Figures 9A - 9D present a comparison of light transfer rates of light having a

wavelength λι = 1,550 nm and of light having a wavelength λ2 = 980 nm in MCF 400. In the

examples shown here, light and λ2 light are inputted (separately) into the cores in the outer

layer (layer 520a in Figure 3B) of MCF 400. Figures 9A and 9B schematically show light

intensity (of λι = 1,550 nm light) in cores along a cross-section of MCF 400 at

y,x = 5 and along a cross-section at = ι , respectively. Figure 9E

presents a power scale, wherein the level of power is represented on a gray-level scale. Power

values of light signals is displayed in arbitrary units (a.u.) - a linear scale where maximal

input power is normalized to 1. The figures show qualitatively the gradual increase and

decrease of light intensity in each core, as λι light transfers via optically coupled cores, from

the outer cores to the inner cores. It is noted that the length of MCF 400 is closely related to

the coupling length of neighboring cores and to the total number of cores in the sequence of

cores from input to output, so that MCF 400 length is tuned so that the output light signal is

that which transferred via the shortest sequence of cores in the fiber. It is further noted that

some light couples "back" from inner cores to outer cores, however, as is mentioned above,

due to the finite length of MCF 400, such light signals may not affect significantly the output

in the inner cores.

Figures 9C and 9D schematically show the transfer of λ2 = 980nm light along similar

cross-sectional planes of MCF 400, namely at >¥> =
a n , γ , χ = Ι

respectively. The figures show that the coupling length of the λ2 light is much greater than the

coupling length of the λι light, and is even longer than the total length of the fiber. Since only

transmission cores neighbor amplification cores in MCF 400, it is concluded that



amplification selectivity is maintained, namely no λ2 light may transfer from one

amplification core to another amplification core within the length of the fiber.

Figures 9F and 9G depict the power of light signals of wavelengths λι and λ2,

respectively, in each of the cores at four cross-sections of MCF 400 along the z axis, namely

at z = 0 mm (i.e. at first MCF end 408, shown topmost), z = 3 mm, z = 6 mm and z = 9 mm

(i.e. at second MCF end 410). In Figure 9F, at z = 0 mm, input light signals of wavelength λι

= 1,550 and equal power are transmitted into all the cores in the first (outer-most) layer of

cores, whereas no light is transmitted into any of the other cores. At z = 3 mm, most of the

1,550 nm light signal is transferred from the first layer of cores to the second and third layer

of cores, and the power in each core in the third layer at z = 3 mm is approximately 75% of

the power in each core in the second layer at z = 3 mm. At z = 6 mm, most of the 1,550 nm

light signal is transferred to the fifth layer of cores. At z = 9 mm, most of the 1,550 nm light

signal is transferred to the last and eighth layer of cores, i.e. to the output.

In Figure 9G, at z = 0 mm, input light signals of wavelength λ2 = 980 nm and equal

power are transmitted into all the cores in the first layer, whereas no light is transmitted into

any of the other cores. At z = 3 mm, most of the 980 nm light is still mostly concentrated in

the cores of the first layer. Likewise, at z = 6 mm, most of the 980 nm light is still mostly

concentrated in the cores of the first layer with a noticeable amount having been transferred

to the second layer of cores. The power in each core in the second layer at z = 6 mm is

approximately 67% of the power in each core in the first layer at z = 6 mm (note that light is

transferred to each core in the second layer from two respective cores in the first layer,

namely there are twice the number of cores in the first layer relative to the second layer). At z

= 9 mm, most of the 980 nm light has transferred from the first layer of cores and peaks in the

cores of the second layer: the power in each core in the first layer at z = 9 mm is

approximately 67% of the power in each core in the second layer at z = 9 mm. The power in

each core in the third layer equals approximately 25% and less than the power in each core in

the second layer. The power in each core in the fourth layer and beyond equals approximately

10% and less than the power in each core in the second layer. Thus comparison shows that

the 1,550 nm light signal has a light transfer rate more than seven times higher than the light

transfer rate of the 980 nm light signal.

Figures 10A-10F present results of a simulation demonstrating classification

capabilities of an MCF 400. In the simulation MCF 400 was tasked with distinguishing (i.e.

singling out) a targeted string 00111100 from amongst a set of all possible eight bit strings



comprising four "zeros" and four "ones". Each bit was encoded as an input light signal of

1,550 nm wavelength transmitted into a corresponding input of MCF 400. 0 was encoded as

an input light signal of zero power (i.e. no signal is transmitted) and 1 was encoded as an

input light signal of a pre-determined non-zero power. Figure 10A schematically depicts the

spatial arrangement of the cores in MCF 400. For the said classification task, the subnets

530a - 530f are grouped to couples, couple 710 comprising subnets 530a and 530b, couple

712 comprising subnets 530c and 530d and couple 714 comprising subnets 530e and 530f. It

is noted that each couple comprises 8 input bits, allowing to input an eight-bit string to a

single couple. Each couple further corresponds to one output, namely couple 710 corresponds

to output 460b, couple 712 corresponds to output 460e and couple 714 corresponds to output

460f.

A category of a string (i.e. whether the string is the targeted string or not) was

encoded in an output light power of a single output. An output power higher than a threshold

power, classified the pattern as the targeted string, while an output power lower than the

threshold power classified the string as different from the targeted string.

In the simulation, the targeted string was inputted to couple 710, whereas encodings

of control strings 11001001 and 10011001 were transmitted into couples 712 and 714,

respectively. Figure 10A schematically depicts the amplification pattern that was selected to

distinguish between the targeted string and the two control strings. Figure 10A shows the

spatial arrangement of non-amplified cores 720 (functioning substantially as transmission

cores) and amplified cores 730, in MCF 400. In other words, amplified cores consist of

amplification cores that are actually pumped with pump light signals (at 980nm).

Figure 10B shows results of a simulation wherein an encoding of the targeted string

was transmitted into the input of couple 710 and encodings of the control strings 11001001

and 10011001 were transmitted into the input of couples 712 and 714, respectively. It is

noted that the power output of output 460b is markedly higher than the output powers of

output 460d and of output 460f. It is concluded that the selected amplification pattern

succeeds is distinguishing the targeted string from the control strings.

Figures IOC and 10D show results of a first control simulation and a second control

simulation wherein the same patterns as in the simulation of Figure 10B were encoded and

transmitted, but the amplification pattern was different from the pattern shown in Figure 10A.

In the simulation of Figure IOC, all the amplification cores (as displayed in Figure 4) were



actually used for amplification; whereas in the simulation of Figure 10D, none of the

amplification cores were used for amplification. In the first control simulation (Figure IOC)

the output signals all had an equal and high power. In the second control simulation (Figure

10D) the output signals all had an equal and low power. It is thus concluded that the

amplification patterns that are tested in the simulations of Figures IOC and 10D cannot

distinguish the targeted string from the control strings.

Figure 10E shows a comparison of output light signals powers for each pump light

power profiles, i.e. the optimal profile of Figure 10B, the equal and high power profile of

Figure IOC, and the equal and low power profile of Figure 10D. The OUTPUT numbers (1,

2, 3, ... 6) denoted on the x axis refer to output ports 460a, 460b 460c,. . ., 460f, respectively.

The control simulations demonstrate a specificity of amplification power profiles, i.e. not all

profiles can be used for a same task.

Figure 10F shows results of a simulation wherein all possible eight bit strings

comprising four zeros and four ones were encoded and transmitted into MCF 400 wherein the

amplification pattern was selected to be the "optimal" pattern as depicted in Figure 10A. A

horizontal axis represents a correlation coefficient of an encoded string with the targeted

string. A vertical axis represents the output light signal power (of output 460b). The output

light signal power is seen to grow larger the closer an encoded string is to the targeted string

(have a higher coefficient of correlation), thereby demonstrating classification capabilities of

MCF 400.

Figure 11A presents results of a simulation demonstrating classification using close to

realistic amplification levels. In the simulation amplification cores were assigned an

amplification level of 4 1 dB/m, approximately twenty times weaker than the amplification

level in preceding the simulations described above. To compensate for the weaker

amplification level, MCF body 404 was assigned a length of 110 mm, and a pitch between all

adjacent cores was set to 14 µπ , The core diameter is 8 µ . While output signals were

overall weaker as compared to output signals in Figure 10b, reproduced here for comparison

as Figure 11B, an output signal emitted from first core 460b had significantly more power

than any other output signal, meaning that all three bit strings were correctly categorized.

Numerical simulations further indicate the robustness (stability) of the classification

functionalities of MCF 400 under typical optical-fiber manufacturing defects and

implementation-related imperfections. Specifically, simulations were carried out to test the



robustness under: a stress-like warping at a random angle in the x-y plane (i.e.

perpendicularly to longitudinal axis 414), changes to the length of MCF 400, global (as

opposed to local) changes to the refractive indices of the core and the cladding, and tilting of

a beam angle of an input light signal transmitted into a core. The above-mentioned warping

could arise, for example, during the pulling of MCF 400, due to an unevenly applied pressure

along the length of the fiber, resulting, for example, in the distances between cores being

uneven across the x-y plane. Further, the distance between a pair of cores could change as a

function of the z coordinate (namely along the length of MCF 400).

Manufacturing defects, such as over-doping or under-doping of amplification cores

430 were not simulated since such deformations can potentially be compensated for by

modifying the intensities of the pump light signals.

In the robustness simulations, MCF 400 was tasked with singling out the same

targeted pattern (i.e. 00111100) as in the numerical simulations of Figs. 10A-10F. The

robustness simulations were carried out using the input light signals and pump-light signals

of Figure 10B. The simulations demonstrated stability under a variance as high as 5% per

meter in the warping (whereas state-of-the-art fabrication allows for variances of about 1-2%

per meter), even when the length of MCF 400 and the refractive indices of the core and

cladding were modified by as much as 5%. That is to say, the ratios of the powers of the

output signals from output cores 460a, 4650c and 460f remained similar to those of the ideal

case (shown in Figure 10B), even though the powers were comparatively weaker. Further, the

robustness simulations demonstrated stability even when the input light signals were made to

enter the cores at an angle of up to 8° relative to longitudinal axis 414 (rather than entering in

parallel to longitudinal axis 414 as in the numerical simulations of Figs. 10A-10F).

A photonic crystal fiber embodiment

PCFs form a subclass of micro-structured optical fibers in which the structural

properties of the fiber may contribute to the confinement of light regardless of differences in

refractive indices. PCFs exhibit a periodic structure on a transverse cross-section of the fiber,

perpendicular to an axis extending along a length of the fiber. All classes of PCFs comprise a

periodic array of hollow tubes, air-holes. The periodic array gives rise to two-dimensional

photonic band gaps - ranges in two-dimensional virtual space of frequency and axial

propagation constant component, for which the cladding does not permit light propagation. In



all PCFs the cores which confine light are locations where periodicity breaks, either by

omission of an air hole (resulting in a solid core) or by insertion of a hole with a larger radii

than the air-holes (resulting in a hollow core).

Another embodiment of the invention described herein comprises a hole-assisted

photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as is schematically depicted in Figure 12. Figure 12 depicts a

transverse cross-section of a PCF 1300. PCF 1300 comprises a body 1304 having a transverse

cross-section in a shape of a hexagon and having two ends (not shown) parallel to the plane

of the Figure. Hexagonal body 1304 comprises PCF transmission cores 1310 and PCF

amplification cores 1320 extending from one end of body 1304 to the other end, and a

cladding 1340 submerging the cores. PCF cladding 1340 comprises a periodic array of

hollow tubes 1344, each tube extending from one end of hexagonal body 1304 to the other

end.

PCF transmission cores 1310 and PCF amplification cores 1320 are arranged in a

substantially same geometry as the geometry of transmission cores 420 and amplification

cores 430 in MCF 400. PCF transmission cores 1310 and PCF amplification cores 1320 are

configured to permit a propagation of light having a first wavelength µ therethrough. PCF

amplification cores 1320 are doped and are configured to amplify µ light propagating

therethrough by stimulated emission of dopants excited by light having a second wavelength

µ2 transmitted therein. PCF cladding 1340 is configured such that µ light and µ2 light

incident on cladding 1340 can penetrate therein only as evanescent waves. PCF transmission

cores 1310 and PCF amplification cores 1320 are further configured to allow a transfer of µ

light between adjacent cores at a light transfer rate higher than light transfer rate for µ2 light

between adjacent cores.

In an exemplary mode of operation, PCF 1300 is operated in a substantially same way

as MCF 400 as described above, with PCF transmission 1310 cores, PCF amplification cores

1320, and PCF cladding 1340 function analogically to transmission cores 420, amplification

cores 430, and cladding 440, respectively. It is thus concluded that PCF 1300 is configured

and operable to establish a non-trivial dependency of the output light signals (e.g. in any of

outputs in the inner-most layer of cores in Figure 12) on the input light signals (e.g. in the

outer-most layer of cores in Figure 12).

In some embodiments, not exemplified in the Figures, a transverse cross-section of

PCF 1300, may be for example triangular, square, or even circular. In some embodiments



PCF transmission and amplification cores 1310 and 1320 are arranged in an asymmetrical

and/or a non-concentric manner. In some embodiments PCF transmission cores 1310 and

PCF amplification cores 1320 may be made, for example, of plastic. In some embodiments

PCF amplification cores 1320 may be doped, for example, with Germanium ions. In some

embodiments a distribution of dopants in PCF amplification cores 1320 may be uniform.

Still, in other embodiments, the distribution of dopants may depend on a location along a

length of an amplification core. In some embodiments PCF cladding 1340 may be enveloped

by a protective jacket or coating. According to some embodiments, amplification of light in

PCF amplification cores 1320 may involve the use quantum dot lasers.

A photonic crystal slab embodiment

Another embodiment of the invention described herein comprises a photonic crystal

slab 1500 schematically depicted in Figure 13. Photonic crystal slab 1500 comprises a shaped

(e.g. rectangular) body 1504. Body 1504 comprises a first face 1508 and a second face (not

shown) opposite to the first face. First face 1508 lies on the xz-plane. Rectangular body 1504

is structured as a periodic array 1516 of hollow tubes 1518. Each of the hollow tubes forms a

hole extending from first face 1508 to the second face along a cylindrical symmetry axis of

the tube parallel to the y axis. Photonic crystal slab 1500 comprises optical channels 1520

structured as elongated narrow, typically straight tunnels through the periodic array 1516,

thus forming line defects in the periodic structure of body 1504 thereby being configured to

allow for efficient propagation of light particularly at selective wavelengths or in a

wavelengths range therethrough. Optical channels 1520 may be formed as hollow tunnels

through the periodic array 1516, or as tunnels filled with optically transparent material, as is

known in the art of photonic crystals.

At least some of the optical channels 1520 in photonic crystal slab 1500 are

interconnected to one another to form a net 1530 of interconnected, optically coupled optical

channels. Optical channels 1520 merge and thereby optically couple in optical junctions

1532, junction 1532 being configured to combine powers of light signals from at least two

optical channels merging into the junction, into a combined light signal in one or more

outgoing optical channels. According to some embodiments the combination of powers of

incoming light signals into junction 1680 may be a linear combination. According to some

embodiments the linear combination may be a direct sum of the powers. Optical channels



1520 are interconnected so that net 1530 extends continuously from an input face 1534 to an

opposite output face 1536 of rectangular body 1504. Net 1530 comprises input ports 1540 (or

"inputs") on input face 1534, configured to allow transmission of a light signal therethrough

into optical channels 1520 of net 1530. Likewise, net 1530 comprises output ports 1550 (or

"outputs") on output face 1536, configured to allow emission of a light signal therethrough

from optical channels 1520 of net 1530. Each exposed end of optical channels 1520 on input

face 1534 and on output face 1536 may function as an input port and an output port,

respectively. It is noted however that in photonic crystal 1500, any exposed end of an optical

channel 1520 on the slabs edge may be arbitrarily used as an input or as an output (or even as

both), for example light signals may be inputted to net 1530 through the output ports 1550

and outputted through the input ports 1540. It is nevertheless concluded that propagation of

light signals through net 1530 establishes a multitude of light paths, each light path being

defined by a single starting point and a single end point and interconnecting optical channels

through which light may propagate. Such light paths generally comprise a sequence of

junctions 1532 interconnected by optical channels. A length of a sequence in net 1530 is thus

defined by the number of junctions 1532 along the light path. It is noted that the shortest

sequences between inputs and outputs in net 1530 is of length 3.

Net 1530 is generally configured to allow for light having a suitable wavelength to

propagate therethrough, being prevented from escaping into periodic array 1516, or into the

air above first face 1508 and below the second face, due to refraction indices differences.

Accordingly, net 1530 is configured to optically indirectly couple inputs 1540 with outputs

1550 through sequences of interconnected optical channels 1520 thereof. Thus, light signals

inputted to photonic crystal 1500 through the multitude of inputs 1540 propagate through net

1530. According to some embodiments, light propagation along the general direction of the z

axis, namely along the general direction from input face 1534 towards output face 1536, is

preferred. Light signals propagating through optical channels 1520 that interconnect, combine

together to generate a resulting light signals having a combined power of the powers of the

combined signals. Typically, the power of the resulting signal is the sum of powers of the

combined signals. In some embodiments the resulting power is a linear combination of the

powers of the combined signals, namely the resulting power equals a sum of combined

powers, each multiplied by a respective constant. It is concluded that photonic crystal 1500 is

configured and operable to establish a non-trivial dependency of the output light signals in

outputs 1550 on the input light signals in inputs 1540. Moreover, it is noted that by selecting



suitable amplification factors at least in some amplification channels, each of the output

signals may be equally dependent on at least two input signals. At least one - and preferably

more than one - of optical channels 1520 are amplification channels 1570 configured to

controllably amplify a light signal propagating therethrough. According to some

embodiments, amplification channels 1570 comprise doped segments 1572, doped with

excitable ions such as Erbium ions or Germanium ions. Thus, photonic crystal slab 1500 is

configured such that light of a first wavelength v i may propagate through net 1530, whereas

light of a second wavelength 2 projected onto any of doped segments 1572 may generate

controlled stimulated emission of v i light propagating therethrough thereby controllably

amplifying the v i light propagating through the respective optical channel. For use, 2 light

may be independently projected on the doped segments 1572, e.g by respective light sources

1580, wherein each light source generates a light beam 1582 producing a local light spot

1584 on a respective doped segment 1572. By selectively controlling the power of the

individual light spots 1584, selective controlled amplification of v i light along the

amplification channels 1570 may be effected.

In some modes of operation of photonic crystal 1500, input light signals are

selectively transmitted into each of inputs 1540, and a set of output light signals is emitted

from outputs 1550. The input light signals and the output light signals are of wavelength vi.

The power of the input light signals transmitted into any one of inputs 1540 is individually

controllable. The v i light signals propagating through converging (combining) optical

channels 1520 combine together as explained above v i light propagating through

amplification channels 1570 (comprising doped segment 1572) may be controllably amplified

by controllably varying the power of 2 light projected on the doped segment. Thus, photonic

crystal slab 1500 allows to controllably map sets of input light signals onto sets of output

light signals.

In some embodiments optical channels 1520 are embedded with quantum wells.

According to some embodiments, amplification of light in the amplification channels 1570

may involve the use quantum dot lasers.

Photonic crystal slab 1500 may implement an ANN wherein synapses are identified

with optical channels 1520, and neurons are identified with convergence or confluences

thereof. The latter identification of synapses with optical channels 1520 may be made even

for optical channels that do not amplify, in which case a corresponding synapse may not

amplify.



A 3D photonic crystal embodiment

New techniques have recently been demonstrated for generating 3D ordered defects

(e.g. line defects) in 3D photonic crystals. For example, Rinne et al (Nature Photon. 2, 52-56

(2008)) suggest a four-step method, comprising assembling a 3D ordered planar silica opal on

a silicon substrate; generating well-defined polymer defects with submicrometer scale

resolution by scanning a focused laser beam through the opal immersed in a photosensitive

monomer; filling interstitials between silica particles with amorphous silicon, using a low-

temperature chemical-vapour-deposition process; and removing the silica-sphere templates

and micropatterned polymer defects by wet etching and calcination, respectively - resulting

in a silicon inverse opal with incorporated air-core defects. Such methods allow for

incorporation into the 3D photonic crystals of optically active materials such as quantum

dots, nonlinear materials or liquid crystals, to provide on-demand light manipulation, e.g.

light amplification.

Figure 14 schematically depicts an embodiment of a 3D photonic crystal 1600

according to an aspect of the invention. 3D photonic crystal 1600 comprises a body 1604

comprising a three-dimensional periodic dielectric structure as is known in the art of 3D

photonic crystals. 3D photonic crystal 1600 further comprises transmission channels 1610

and amplification channels 1620. Transmission channels 1610 comprise tunnels, i.e. line

defects through body 1604 configured to allow light propagation therethrough. The line

defects may be hollow or may be filled with solid transparent material. Amplification

channels 1620 are configured to allow light propagation therethrough and further configured

to allow to controllably amplify such propagating light. According to some embodiments

amplification channels 1620 comprise line defects through body 1604, filled with solid,

substantially transparent material suitable to be used in transmission channels 1610, wherein

the material is further doped with ions such as Erbium or Germanium ions, suitable to be

excited by a light to amplify λι light by way of stimulated emission as described above.

Some of the transmission channels and the amplification channels are optically associated

with input ports 1640 and with output ports 1650, having exposed ends on faces of body

1604, thereby allowing the transmission of input light signals (designated as λι light) into the

channels and emission of output light signals (being also λ light ) from the channels.

According to some embodiments amplification channels 1620 are further associated with



control ports 1660, configured to allow transmission of control signal into the amplification

channels, a control signal being configured to determine an amplification factor in the

associated amplification channel. According to some embodiments, control signals may

comprise light transmitted into the amplification channel through an exposed end thereof

on a face of body 1604, the power (intensity) of the light determining the amplification

factor in the amplification channel.

At least some of the optical channels (namely transmission channels 1610 and

amplification channels 1620) optically couple by converging and merging in optical junctions

1680 within body 1604. Optical junction 1680 is configured to combine light powers of at

least two optical channels merging into the junction into a combined light signal in one or

more outgoing optical channels. According to some embodiments the combination of powers

of incoming light signals into junction 1680 may be a linear combination. According to some

embodiments the linear combination may be a direct sum of the powers. The interconnected

optical channels thus form a net 1690 of interconnected channels, indirectly coupling input

ports 1640 with output ports 1650.

In some modes of operation of 3D photonic crystal 1600, input light signals are

selectively transmitted into each of inputs 1640, and a set of output light signals is emitted

from outputs 1650. The input light signals and the output light signals are of wavelength vi.

The power of the input light signals transmitted into any one of inputs 1640 is individually

controllable. The v i light signals propagating through converging (combining) transmission

channels 1610 and amplification channels 1620 combine together in junctions 1680 as

explained above v i light propagating through amplification channels 1620 may be

controllably amplified, e.g. by controllably varying the power of 2 light individually

transmitted into the amplification channels. It is concluded that 3D photonic crystal 1600 is

configured and operable to establish a non-trivial dependency of the output light signals in

outputs 1650 on the input light signals in inputs 1640. Moreover, it is noted that by selecting

suitable amplification factors at least in some amplification channels, the output signal may

be equally dependent on several input signals. Thus, 3D photonic crystal 1600 allows to

controllably map sets of input light signals onto sets of output light signals.

Thus, according to an aspect of some embodiments, there is provided an integrated

multi-channel optical module (e.g. 100 in Fig. 1; 200 in Figs. 2A-2B; 400 in Figs. 3A, Fig. 6,

and Fig. 7; 810 in Figs. 8A-8B; 1300 in Fig. 12; 1500 in Fig. 13; 1600 in Fig. 14) for



controllably mapping sets of input light signals onto sets of output light signals. The optical

module comprises:

At least two optical channels (e.g. 110, 120 in Fig 1; 220, 222 in Figs. 2A-2B; 420,

430 in Figs. 3A-5G; 720, 730 in Fig. 10A; 1310, 1320 in Fig. 12; 1520 in Fig. 13;

1610, 1620 in Fig. 14) configured to allow directional propagation of light therein,

wherein at least one of the optical channels is an amplification channel (e.g. 120; 222;

430; 730; 1320; 1570; 1620) configured to allow amplification of light propagating

therein by a controllable amplification factor.

At least two input ports (e.g. 130; 250, 252 in Fig. 2B; 450 in Figs. 3B-5G and in

Fig. 10A; 1540; 1640), individually associated with the at least two optical channels,

and configured to allow transmission of input light signals into the optical channels.

At least one output port (e.g. 140; 256, 258 in Fig. 2B; 460 in Figs. 3B-5G and in

Fig. 10A; 1550; 1650) optically associated with one of the optical channels, and

configured to allow emission of an output light signal from the one optical channel.

At least one control port (e.g. 122; 262 in Fig. 2B; 1660) functionally associated with

the amplification channel and configured to allow inputting a control signal to the

amplification channel to determine the amplification factor.

The optical channels are optically coupled so that a power of an output light signal emitted

from the output port is a function of powers of the at least two input light signals transmitted

through the at least two input ports.

In some embodiments, the optical module comprises at least two output ports (e.g.

output ports 140 associated with channels 160a3 and 160b3, respectively; 256, 258; 460a-

460f in Fig. 4 and 460b, 460d, and 460f in Fig. 10A) optically associated with the at least two

optical channels, respectively.

In some embodiments, the optical module comprises M (e.g. 256 and 258; the six

output ports 460a-460f depicted in Fig. 4) output ports optically associated with M of the at

least two optical channels, and N input ports (e.g. 250 and 252; the 24 input ports 450

depicted in Fig. 4) optically associated with N of the at least two optical channels, wherein

2 <

In some embodiments, the optical module is a multi-core optical module (e.g. 200; 400;

1300) comprising at least two cores (e.g. 220, 222; 420, 430; 720, 730; 1310, 1320)

configured to allow directional propagation of light therein. At least one of the cores is an



amplification core (e.g. 222; 430; 730; 1320) configured to amplify a λ ΐ light - being light at

a first wavelength λ ΐ propagating therethrough - by a controllable amplification factor

determined by a power of a λ2 light - being light at a second wavelength λ2 - propagating

therethrough simultaneously with the λι light. The input ports, output ports and control ports

comprise exposed ends (e.g. at fiber ends 208 and 210 in Figs. 2A-2B; at MCF ends 408 and

410 in Fig. 3A) of the at least two cores, and wherein the at least two cores are optically

coupled through evanescent wave coupling.

In some embodiments, the amplification core (e.g. 222; 430; 730; 1320) is doped with

ions excitable by the light and spontaneously emitting upon relaxation the λι light.

In some embodiments, the multi-core optical module is a multi-core optical fiber (e.g.

200; 400).

In some embodiments, the multi-core optical module is a multi-core photonic crystal

(e.g. 1300).

In some embodiments, the light has a wavelength of about 980nm and the λι light

has a wavelength of about 1550nm.

In some embodiments, the optical module is a photonic crystal (e.g. 1500 in Fig. 13;

1600 in Fig. 14). The photonic crystal comprises a body (e.g. 1504; 1604) bounded by faces

(e.g. 1508, 1534, 1536), a periodic structure (e.g. 1516) of a dielectric material, and optical

channels (e.g. 1520; 1610, 1620) defined by line defects in the periodic structure formed as

tunnels therethrough. The optical channels comprise amplification channels (e.g. 1570; 1620)

configured to controllably amplify a light signal propagating therethrough, wherein the

optical channels merge injunctions (e.g. 1532; 1680), thereby optically coupling and forming

a net (e.g. 1530; 1690) extending continuously in between the faces. The net comprises at

least two input ports on the faces (e.g. 1540; 1640), configured to enable transmission of

input light signals to at least two optical channels of the net, and at least one output port (e.g.

1550; 1650) on the faces enabling to emit an output light signal from the optical channel of

the net.

In some embodiments (e.g. 1500), the body is a slab, and the periodic structure of

dielectric material comprises an array of hollow tubes (e.g. 1518) extending between two

faces of the slab, being thereby periodic in two dimensions.



In some embodiments (e.g. 1600), the periodic structure of dielectric material is

periodic in 3 dimensions and the photonic crystal is a 3D photonic crystal.

According to an aspect of some embodiments, there is provided an optical computation

device (e.g. 600 in Fig. 6). The optical computation device comprises:

- The optical module (e.g. 100, 200, 400, 810, 1300, 1500, 1600).

- An array of controllable light sources (e.g. 620) selectively optically associated (e.g.

via input coupler 630) with the input ports.

- Light detectors (e.g. 640) selectively optically associated with the output ports.

- A control signals interface (e.g. 622) functionally associated (e.g. via input coupler

630) with the control ports.

- A controller functionally associated with the light sources, light detectors and control

signals interface.

The optical computation device is configured to produce a calculation by inputting

input signals (e.g. via first LED array 620) and control signals (e.g. via second LED array

622) into the optical module and obtaining output signals therefrom. The output signals are a

function of the input signals, the function being determined by the control signals.

In some embodiments, the light sources comprise a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)

(e.g. 682 in Fig. 7) for generating a multitude of controlled light beams individually optically

associated with the input ports, respectively.

In some embodiments, the SLM is a Digital micro Mirrors array Device (DMD) (e.g.

684 in Fig. 7).

According to an aspect of some embodiments, there is provided an artificial neural

network (e.g. 800 in Fig. 8A) comprising the optical computation device (e.g. 600 in Fig. 6)

and a processor (e.g. 840) functionally associated with a memory (e.g. 830) and with the

controller (e.g. 820) and configured to implement a learning algorithm.

According to an aspect of some embodiments, there is provided a method of

performing a calculation. The method comprises:

- Providing a multi-core optical fiber of a length L (e.g. 200 in Figs. 2A-2B; 400 in

Figs. 3A-3B, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7; 1300 in Fig. 12) and comprising a plurality of cores

(e.g. 220, 222 in Figs. 2A-2B; 420, 430 in Figs. 3A-5G; 720, 730 in Fig. 10A; 1310,

1320 in Fig. 12) configured to enable directional light propagation therein along the



core. The optical fiber is configured to enable evanescent wave coupling between

neighboring cores with a coupling length that is shorter than twice the length L at

least for light signals having a first wavelength λ ΐ and wherein one or more of the

cores are amplification cores (e.g. 222; 430; 730; 1320) being configured to amplify

the λ ΐ light according to a power of a control light signal having a second wavelength

λ2 propagating therethrough.

- Transmitting input light signals having selected individual powers and the first

wavelength λ ΐ into a plurality of cores of the multi-core optical fiber.

- Obtaining output light signals emitted from one or more of the cores of the multi-core

optical fiber, the powers of the output light signals being a function of the powers of

the input light signals.

- Transmitting control light signals having selected individual powers and the second

wavelength λ2 into one or more of the amplification cores of the multi-core optical

fiber, thereby defining the function.

It is appreciated that certain features of the invention, which are, for clarity, described

in the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination in a single

embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention, which are, for brevity, described

in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided separately or in any suitable

sub-combination or as suitable in any other described embodiment of the invention. No

feature described in the context of an embodiment is to be considered an essential feature of

that embodiment, unless explicitly specified as such.

Although steps of methods according to some embodiments may be described in a

specific sequence, methods of the invention may comprise some or all of the described steps

carried out in a different order. A method of the invention may comprise all of the steps

described or only a few of the described steps. No particular step in a disclosed method is to

be considered an essential step of that method, unless explicitly specified as such.

Although the invention is described in conjunction with specific embodiments

thereof, it is evident that numerous alternatives, modifications and variations that are apparent

to those skilled in the art may exist. Accordingly, the invention embraces all such

alternatives, modifications and variations that fall within the scope of the appended claims. It

is to be understood that the invention is not necessarily limited in its application to the details

of construction and the arrangement of the components and/or methods set forth herein. Other

embodiments may be practiced, and an embodiment may be carried out in various ways.



The phraseology and terminology employed herein are for descriptive purpose and

should not be regarded as limiting. Citation or identification of any reference in this

application shall not be construed as an admission that such reference is available as prior art

to the invention. Section headings are used herein to ease understanding of the specification

and should not be construed as necessarily limiting.



CLAIMS

An integrated multi-channel optical module for controllably mapping sets of input

light signals onto sets of output light signals, the optical module comprising:

at least two optical channels configured to allow directional propagation of light

therein, wherein at least one of said optical channels is an amplification channel

configured to allow amplification of light propagating therein by a controllable

amplification factor;

at least two input ports, individually associated with said at least two optical

channels, configured to allow transmission of input light signals into said optical

channels;

at least one output port optically associated with one of said optical channels,

configured to allow emission of an output light signal from said one optical

channel;

at least one control port functionally associated with said amplification channel and

configured to allow inputting a control signal to said amplification channel to

determine said amplification factor;

wherein said optical channels are optically coupled so that a power of an output light

signal emitted from said output port is a function of powers of said at least two input

light signals transmitted through said at least two input ports.

The optical module of claim 1, comprising at least two output ports optically

associated with said at least two optical channels respectively.

The optical module of claim 2 comprising M output ports optically associated with M

of said at least two optical channels, and N input ports optically associated with N of

said at least two optical channels, wherein 2 ≤ y .

The optical module of claim 1 wherein said optical module is a multi-core optical

module comprising at least two cores configured to allow directional propagation of

light therein, wherein at least one of said cores is an amplification core configured to

amplify a λ ΐ light - being light at a first wavelength λ ΐ propagating therethrough - by

a controllable amplification factor determined by a power of a λ2 light - being light at

a second wavelength λ2 - propagating therethrough simultaneously with the λ ΐ light,



and wherein said input ports, output ports and control ports comprise exposed ends of

said at least two cores, and wherein said at least two cores are optically coupled

through evanescent wave coupling.

5. The optical module of claim 4 wherein said amplification core is doped with ions

excitable by the λ2 light and spontaneously emitting upon relaxation the λ ΐ light.

6. The optical module of claim 4 wherein said multi-core optical module is a multi-core

optical fiber.

7. The optical module of claim 4 wherein said multi-core optical module is a multi-core

photonic crystal.

8. The optical module of claim 4 wherein said λ2 light has a wavelength of about 980nm

and said λ ΐ light has a wavelength of about 1550nm.

9. The optical module of claim 1 wherein said optical module is a photonic crystal

comprising a body bounded by faces and comprising a periodic structure of a

dielectric material, and comprising optical channels defined by line defects in said

periodic structure formed as tunnels therethrough, said optical channels comprise

amplification channels configured to controllably amplify a light signal propagating

therethrough, wherein said optical channels merge in junctions, thereby optically

couple and forming a net extending continuously in between said faces, said net

comprising at least two input ports on said faces, configured to enable transmission of

input light signals to at least two optical channels of the net, and at least one output

port on said faces enabling to emit an output light signal from said optical channel of

the net.

10. The optical module of claim 9 wherein said body is a slab and said periodic structure

of dielectric material comprises an array of hollow tubes extending between two faces

of said slab being thereby periodic in two dimensions.

11. The optical module of claim 9 wherein said periodic structure of dielectric material is

periodic in 3 dimensions and said photonic crystal is a 3D photonic crystal.

12. An optical computation device comprising the optical module of claim 1, an array of

controllable light sources, said light sources being selectively optically associated

with said input ports, and light detectors being selectively optically associated with

said output ports, and a control signals interface functionally associated with said



control ports, and a controller functionally associated with said light sources, light

detectors and control signals interface, said optical computation device being

configured to produce a calculation by inputting input signals and control signals to

said optical module and obtaining output signals therefrom said output signals being a

function of said input signals, said function being determined by said control signals.

13. An artificial neural network comprising the optical computation device of claim 12

and a processor functionally associated with a memory and with said controller and

configured to implement a learning algorithm.

14. The optical computation device of claim 12 wherein said light sources comprise a

Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) for generating a multitude of controlled light beams

individually optically associated with said input ports, respectively.

15. The optical computation device of claim 12 wherein said SLM is a Digital micro

Mirrors array Device (DMD).

16. A Field-Programmable Gate Array comprising the optical module of claim 1.

17. A method of performing a calculation, the method comprising:

providing a multi-core optical fiber of a length L and comprising a plurality of

cores configured to enable directional light propagation therein along the core, the

optical fiber is configured to enable evanescent wave coupling between

neighboring cores with a coupling length that is shorter than twice the length L at

least for light signals having a first wavelength λ ΐ and wherein one or more of the

cores are amplification core being configured to amplify the λ ΐ light according to a

power of a control light signal having a second wavelength λ2 propagating

therethrough;

transmitting input light signals having selected individual powers and the first

wavelength λ ΐ into a plurality of cores of the multi-core optical fiber;

obtaining output light signals emitted from one or more of the cores of the multi-

core optical fiber, the powers of said output light signals being a function of the

powers of the input light signals, and

transmitting control light signals having selected individual powers and the second

wavelength λ2 into one or more of the amplification cores of the multi-core optical

fiber, thereby defining said function.
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